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Abstract 

Although the Indoor environmental quality (IEQ) has 

significant impacts on research efficiency and work 

productivity in a research office, there are very few 

studies involving researchers in a research facility. A 

specific drill down analysis, such as a floor-by-floor 

examination, would yield further insights into the IEQ. 

This study used the occupant IEQ surveying approach 

with building-by-building and floor-by-floor analysis on 

research buildings in Korea using the established Korea 

Building Occupant Survey System (K-BOSS) system. 

The main aim of the study was to obtain insights on the 

process and measures in IEQ evaluation analysis in order 

to upgrade the K-BOSS system. The system was used in 

three KICT buildings to investigate the IEQ satisfaction 

of the occupants in the research facility. The response 

results were analyzed through a drill-down approach and 

3D visualization on the indoor map. The results showed 

that the occupant satisfaction score for question G1 

(overall personal workspace) for buildings A, B, and C 

were above average; corresponding scores for question 

G2 (overall building satisfaction) were also above average. 

However, noise-related questions (F1 and F2) yielded the 

lowest satisfaction scores in building A, specifically for 

occupants of the 1st and 4th floors. Analysis of the 

reasons for the low scores suggests improving the sound 

absorption performance of the cubicles and telephone 

etiquette campaign on the 4th floor. 

Key Innovations 

• K-BOSS system enhances the drill down 

analysis for IEQ by building and floor. 

• The noise satisfaction was generally low in all 

the research facility buildings. Through 

supplementary individual interviews, we found 

that major cause of the noise dissatisfaction was 

a renovation of the restaurant during the survey. 

• The presence and height of cubicles that divide 

the desk layout and areas were found to be 

important for the factor of visual privacy. 

Practical Implications 

The key innovations show that the survey system should 

be conducted regularly or before and after a particular 

(predictable) event to minimize biased responses. 

Although online survey system is faster and lower cost the 

paper survey, both approaches should be conducted for 

the preferred ages to enhance the percent of submission.  

Introduction 

Many studies have been conducted on indoor 

environmental quality (IEQ) which encompasses various 

factors that affect occupants' satisfaction with the indoor 

environment as well as their health, work efficiency, and 

productivity. IEQ surveys have been carried out on 

diverse building typologies, such as office buildings, 

residential buildings, and educational buildings, as the 

IEQ factors vary depending on the properties of each 

building typology. In particular, the assessments of IEQ 

on the buildings related to research environment have 

focused on analyzing the average response of a large 

group of non-teaching and teaching staff, and students for 

each building type, specifically for educational buildings 

like schools and universities (Allab et al., 2017; Kang, Ou 

and Mak, 2017; Zuhaib et al., 2018). However, although 

IEQ has significant impacts on research efficiency and 

work productivity in a research office (Kang, Ou and Mak, 

2017), there is a limited number of studies involving 

researchers in a research facility. In addition to the 

analysis of the average response of a large population in 

the overall building, a specific drill down analysis, such 

as a floor-by-floor examination, should be conducted to 

gain further insights into the IEQ. Lee, Kim and Lee (2019) 

compared and analyzed the diverse online building 

occupant survey systems and developed a new prototype 

of the Korea Building Occupant Survey System (K-

BOSS). This system was designed to analyze not only the 

average response of a large population for each building 

but also the floor-by-floor survey response based on the 

three-dimensional spatial information for occupant 

satisfaction as shown Figure 1 (Lee et al., 2020). The goal 

of this study is to identify the insights of the process and 

measures in the IEQ evaluation analysis in order to 

upgrade the K-BOSS system by conducting a pilot case 

study. 

The survey was conducted at the three buildings (A, B, C) 

in the Korea Institute of Civil Engineering and Building 

Technology(KICT) during a 2-week period from 

September 9th to September 20th, 2019. The initial 

intention of the study was to use a web-based survey 

system only; however, both online and paper surveys 

were conducted in parallel in order to increase the 

participation rate of the occupants and to obtain the 

maximum number of responses. The final responses were 

151 from 200. The subjects were divided into 

gender(male, female), age(20s-60s), job(researcher, 
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engineer and administrator), working hours(less than 10 

hrs and over 40 hrs) and their duration of employment in 

a building(less and over 1 year). Based on the ASHRAE 

(2012) guidebook, a total of seven IEQ criteria were 

established in this study including thermal comfort, air 

quality, lighting, acoustic quality, personal workspace, 

office layout, and the building overall with 7-point scale. 

To be specific, occupant`s satisfaction response is shown 

as colors like Red (1 point=Very Dissatisfied), Yellow (4 

point=Moderate), Green (7 point=Very Satisfied). This 

system shows occupant`s feedback in a 3D space to 

enhance the spatial intuitiveness comparing with existing 

studies displaying graphs or floor plans. 

Conclusion 

Among the three buildings in this study, the IEQ response 

result from A_bldg was analyzed in relation to various 

parameters including floor, position, and gender through 

which the specific location of the occupant’s workspace 

and the resulting fundamental problems were explored. 

The occupant`s satisfaction score of questions G1 (overall 

personal workspace) and G2 (overall building satisfaction) 

for the buildings A, B, and C were identified to be above 

average at 4.6, 5.0, 4.2 and 4.7, 5.1, 4.6, respectively. In 

other words, the three buildings were regarded as 

workspace or buildings where, on average, no particular 

abnormalities were observed. However, through floor-by-

floor visualization of the building A, the result discovered  

the lowest satisfaction scores of the noise-related 

questions by floor, position, and gender on the 1st and 4th 

floor as shown in Figure 2. On the first floor, a biased 

response was observed due to a temporary event like 

restaurant construction and furniture rearrangement. On 

the 4th floor, the problem of low satisfaction due to 

telephone noise was observed. Cost-effective measures 

such as improving the sound absorption performance of 

the cubicles and telephone etiquette campaigns for the 

occupants can be used to improve the occupants’ 

satisfaction, thereby enhancing the work productivity 

(Kang, Ou and Mak, 2017). Through the pilot case study, 

it is suggested that K-BOSS system adds the function of 

dense responses on the indoor map and dissatisfied 

reasons to explain detailed IEQ evaluation. 
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Figure 1 : A box-plot of satisfaction score on each floor of A bldg(dense responses). 

Figure 2 : Satisfaction comparison for questions F1 and F2 on the 1st and 4th floors of A_bldg(dense responses). 
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